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LiVEwirz
Connecting artists, fans, and brands on the day of every show.

Go beyond logos on a wall

LiVEwirz



About us
LiVEwirz

Digital is how fans discover, plan for, and relive the show.
Live music drives culture and brings society together, which is why festivals and concerts have never 
been more popular. More than two-thirds of 13- to 49-year-olds are attending live music events around 
the world, with live music outpacing the growth of digital and recorded music.

There’s an adage in marketing: the right person, in the right moment, with the right message.
Now it’s easier than ever to connect TO people but harder than ever to connect WITH people.
The question is, how can brands be authentic and build relationships, effectively and at scale?

Our platform is dedicated to connecting fans, artists, and brands to shared musical moments. We offer 
many ways to be an integral part of the live music experience, drive purposeful value, and build 
meaningful relationships. We hope you will consider the value of our audience, share in fans’ emotions, 
and become strategic investors in this culture.

Please join us in celebrating the live music experience and help create more magical moments
for millions of fans for years to come.

- Cheers!
Steve Woodruff
Founder and CEO
LiVEwirz, Inc.



LiVEwirz

Demographics: Highlights & Insights
Align with live experiences to create deep meaning 
and engagement in moments when consumers feel 
the most alive and present.
Here are some highlights and insights into our audiences:

• Ages of 17 to 34.
• 63% are more likely to connect with brands.
• 66% are more likely to make purchases.
• 68% feel more connected to the purchases they make.
• 27% discuss their “fashion/look” for the event.
• 53% are more likely to use the brand in future.
• 72% have driven over 100 miles to attend a live music event.
• 63% will rent a car.
• Female fans spend 20 more minutes getting ready for a concert.
• 85% have purchased new clothing to wear to a live music event.
• 71% say their inner circle asks them questions about devices and tech products.
• 43% have tried a new alcoholic beverage at a live music event.
• 79% plan to switch cell phone providers.
• 80% love to snack.
*Additional information on gender, income, education, and race/ethnicity is available upon request per event.

SOURCES: Twitter, Public Facebook, Blogs, Forums



A platform for before, during, and after the show!

LiVEwirz

LiVEwirz is the only social media channel dedicated to
live concerts and festivals.
Digital extends memorable experiences throughout the fan journey. Leading up to the event, fans spend time 
discovering and socializing about upcoming shows, and pre-gaming with their social circles. Memory making doesn’t 
stop at the experience; fans capture, share and relive live music memories on digital.

Most event conversation happens even before the event occurs. Months in advance, festival fans strategize and 
coordinate with friends about transportation, accommodations, the best eats, and the perfect festival “look” or 
concert shirt. People announce ticket purchases, share commentary about lineups, and express that they wish they 
could attend a particular event. 

79% of audiences agree that the experience extends well beyond the actual event. Which is why 
LiVEwirz is a key component to reaching your audiences before, during, and after the show.

• 54% is pre-event discussion (this represents the largest pool of conversation for marketers to target.)
• 17% of event discussion occurred during.

• 29% of discussion occurs post-event.



A clear opportunity for your brand
LiVEwirz

Fans are becoming social media influencers
in their own right.
The exponential value of this global live music audience can be quite powerful for 
brands as they are 4x more likely to be highly connected and consider themselves to 

be +121% more influential than their peers.

By tapping into our live music audiences, a brand's message can extend its reach 
beyond the fan and tap into the social halo of fans’ networks. LiVEwirz is a powerful 
platform not just because of its reach, but also because you can tell a story all day long, 
or all tour long to a highly targeted audience.

We help your brand to be present at key moments and passion points of life, placing 
you in front of thousands of engaged fans in-the-moment. Our platform has many more 
advantages over regular digital signage, but it also compliments it as well.

LiVEwirz gives you a clear opportunity to reach millions of fans in-the-moment on their 
phones.



LiVEwirz

At LiVEwirz, we started with what we know and love best -
concerts, festivals, artists, and the fans that love them.

Brands can create deep, meaningful connections through live music environments – and fans 
welcome them, provided they make the experience better. In fact, 90% of fans say there is at 
least one thing a brand could do to enhance their live-music going experience.

But brands must serve a clear purpose and offer something useful, fun, or unexpected. It’s 
about adding to live music culture, not taking away from it. LiVEwirz provides many ways for 
brands to contribute to the experience and add value both digitally and IRL (In Real Life).

Activations and more

Customized activations include:
• Content sponsorship.
• Co-branded charging lanyards.
• Sponsorship of the sticker store.
• Additional pre and post event content sponsorships.
• In-event product placement.
• In-kind (give-away) sponsorships.
• Exclusive category.
• Opportunities for product donations.



LiVEwirz

At LiVEwirz, we started with what we know and love best -
concerts, festivals, artists, and the fans that love them.
It’s no surprise that phone charging and phone theft is a huge concern for fans, 
and it’s a fact that fans love free stuff. LiVEwirz provides many ways for 
sponsors to add extra value both digitally and IRL (In Real Life).

As one of our most successful activations, our charging lanyards are co-
branded with your brand logo or messaging along side with the artist’s album 
art, tour graphics, and artist photos. We ship them directly to fans and pass 
them out to the crowd at shows as well.

Co-branded charging lanyards!

100%
OPEN RATE!



Campaign Dashboard
LiVEwirz

Create a digital swarm of sponsorship
from your dashboard
With the LiVEwirz self-serve sponsorship manager it’s easy to
create your own digital swarm of sponsorship and keep track of
your activations. You’ll have all the access you need to all the concerts
and festivals we have available 24/7.

• Search events by artist, venue, or region.

• Upload campaign video messaging with one click.

• Keep track of pending and completed campaigns.

• Add additional campaigns at any time.



Premium Sponsorships 2022
LiVEwirz

A LA CARTE SPONSORSHIPS PRICE
(5,000 screen MOQ)

In-event Content Sponsorship & Lanyard Giveaway:
(Brand messaging in rotation with event content .)
(Day of event only and includes logo placement on charging lanyards – min 4 weeks lead time.)

$15,000.00 per 5k screens 

Pre & Post Event Content Sponsorship:
(Brand messaging in rotation with pre and post event content.)
(5 days before event and 2 days after, no logo placement on lanyards.)

$5,000.00 per 5k screens

Logo Placement on Pre & Post Event Email Blasts:
(Also includes logo placement and links on LiVEwirz website and social media mentions.)

$2,500.00 per 50k

Digital Store Sponsorship (NFT’s, filters, stickers, etc.):
(5 days before event, day of event and 1 day after.)

$1,000.00

In-event Product Placement:
(LiVEwirz’ host product mentions and ambassador product usage in-event.)

$2,500.00

Category Exclusives: $60,000.00 per event

Ambassador T-shirt Co-branding: $1,200.00 one-time fee



Thank you!
Goodnight!

Let’s connect!

LiVEwirz

LiVEwirz.com
917.250.0467

steve@LiVEwirz.com


